HOW to reach SRM University
Place to Reach
School of Public Health,
SRM University, SRM Nagar, Kattankulathur,KancheevaramDistrict, 603204:
General Instructions
Participants travelling to Chennai via TAMBARAM are
requested to get down at TAMBARAM and switch over to
MTC buses or local trains.
Participants reaching Chennai by train at Chennai central
have to move to Chennai park station (just opposite to
Chennai central station).
Participants arriving at Chennai Egmore are requested to
get down at Chengelpet or Tambaram. These are the nearby stations to the SRM College
campus. Direct services from CMBT (Chennai Mofussil Bus Terminus) to SRM University
are not available. So participants have to reach Tambaram and then switch over to trains or
buses
FROM Chennai Central Station or Chennai Egmore Station
Local trains are available from Chennai Park to Tambaram Trains travelling from Chennai
park toChengelpet (via tambaram) are also available
Participants reaching Chennai central should cross the high way using Pedestrian subway and
reach Park station. Trains towards Chengelpet can be boarded from there. Tickets for "POTHERI
Railway station" have to be purchased from the ticket counters at any station.
Participants have to get down at Potheri Railway Station. This station is right opposite to the
SRM University Main Entrance.
CMBT
Participants who are new to Chennai are requested to enquire with the bus conductors before
they board the bus.
Participants are requested to enquire for TAMBARAM Bus stand before they are boarding atC.M.B.T
From Tambaram bus stand, participants have to board buses travelling towards Maraimalai Nagar (M.M.
Nagar) or Chengelpet.
Chennai Airport:
Hire a taxi to 'SRM University – Kattankulathur Campus
Or
Board a train towards Chengalpattu from 'Tirusulam' station and alight at 'Potheri' station.
For Participants from Chennai
Local participants can board buses that are destined towards Chengalpattu or MM Nagar from
CMBT, Tambaram, Adyar and many key points in the city. You are to alight at 'Potheri' bus stop.
The campus is a stone's throw away from the bus stop.
Trains run at regular intervals from Chennai Beach to Chengalpattu. You are to alight at 'Potheri'
station. This route is punctuated with important stations viz., Kodambakkam, Guindy and
Tambaram

Or
Board buses that are destined towards Chengalpattu or MM Nagar alight at 'Potheri' bus stop.
SRM University CAMPUS

